
Interactive Projection Surfaces



INTERACTIVE Floors & Walls
Interactive floor & wall projection is a multimedia visual display system that projects incredible interactive floor or wall 
special effects, floor games or floor advertisements directly onto an interactive floor displays. Users control dynamic 
multimedia interactive displays with simple gestures and body movement. It’s an engaging full-body interactive experience 
that immerses users in your message and endears them to your brand.
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MAGICVIUMAGICVIU interactive floor projection 
system easily turns open floor space 
into an ongoing experience of 
movement, action, fun and excitement 
attracting people in their tracks as 
they play, walk by or interact with your 
marketing or entertainment content. 
Our unique all in one plug and play 
system is a combination of both 
hardware and software; it adds 
dynamic and interactive elements to 
nearly any business from shopping 
malls, amusement parks, stores, 
schools to events like wedding and 
tradeshows.

All in 1, Plug & Play 
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INTERACTIVE
Wall Projection
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Interactive Projection Screen Size
A standard interactive floor or wall projection kit will project 
a screen of an approximately 100” diagonal  (220 x 125cm) 
using 4000 Lumens projector at 3.5m height from the ground. 
If the client wishes to have a larger screen, then a projector 
with greater lumens should be used at higher distance from 
the ground. A 200”- 300” screen or (440 x 245cm) and (665 x 
370cm) can be achieved from 6.5m height using 5500-6000 
lumens short throw projector.

Edge Blending
Edge blending software bends multiple projectors into one 
seamless display; each software package uses precision 
geometry correction and edge blending to enable flawless 
visuals on multi-projector displays. Edge blending is ideal for 
flat screen. 
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Edge Blending
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Item Description

System

Mini PC
Standard projector 4000 or 5000 lumens
Brackets
Interactive software
Video capture & brackets
Windows operating system
Video capture USB card
Cable
25 effects/games
USB dongle 
Air mouse
Module Quantity

Item Description

Mini PC

CPU: Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-2130
Memory: 2GB
Hard disk: 500GB
Graphic card: Intel HD integrated graphic card

Projector

Brightness: 4000 or 5000 ANSI lumens or other size on request
Contrast Ratio: 4000:1
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Resolution: WXGA
Projection Size: 100 - 300 inches diagonal

Video Capture USB Card USB MINE Vcap 2860
Video Capture IR camera (image available within 300 inches)

Power 100-240V 5-3A 250W

Specifications
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Interactive floor projection kit can also be supplied as a portable 
version. This is ideal to create an interactive floor anywhere and 
anytime, specially when using the ceiling is not possible.  The unit 
houses all the equipment, including the projector, PC and software.
The functionality and games provided with the system is exactly the 
same as a standard interactive floor or interactive wall. The unit is 
easy to store and can be transported easily around a building and 
through doorways. Simply plug it in, boot it up and away you go.

Features:
   All in one plug & play solution
   100” (220 x 125cm) standard interactive
floor projection
   3500 lumens high quality projector by Epson. 
   Fully integrated and contained in a specially 
designed box. Easy to install & operate without 
any technical skills.
   Smart installation, placed on floor
and easily transported.
   Wide angle camera, upgraded wide angle 
camera, can fully capture movements
for more sensitive interaction
   Over 150 games/effects developed for 
customer to select 25 effects/games.
   Easy minor customization of template, i.e. 
adding brand name or logo
   Customized screen’s size on request
is available.
   Customized effects/games on request
is available.

Portable System

Interactive Portable Floor Projection
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Interactive Portable Floor Projection
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www.v-studio.co
info@v-studio.co

Tel: +966 12 206 8155
                54 993 3387


